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DIVA
Fire and Burglary Protection

Key features

Fichet-Bauche guarantees
Our products are subjected to the most stringent tests approved by insurers and A2P-certified by 
France’s National Centre for Prevention and Protection (CNPP). This is the result of integrating our 
own test laboratory into our factory to impose conditions going even further than those of certifying 
bodies. Installation is also carried out by our own technicians to ensure certification of your safe is 
always preserved.

Diva cabinets protect your data media from fire and burglary. Available in five sizes, all models are 
lightweight and stylish, offering optimised storage capacity and a choice of interior features.

PROTECTION

  Certified burglary resistance as per 
EN 14450 (S2 Grade)

  Certified fire resistance as per  
EN 1047-1 (Grade S 120 DIS,  
i.e. 120 minutes for data media)

CAPACITY

  100 litres
  150 litres
  250 litres
  350 litres
  650 litres

KEY BENEFITS

  Highest level of fire resistance  
in our portfolio, offering up  
to 2 hours of protection for  
the most sensitive types  
of data media

  Certified burglary resistance (S2 
Grade)



Spécifications techniques
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Models Diva 100 Diva 150 Diva 250 Diva 350 Diva 650

Capacity (Litres) 112 167 220 310 565

External  
Dimensions  
(mm)
Hinges  
projection  
not included

Height 916 1196 1476 1946 1946

Width 746 746 746 746 1036

Total width with door open to 90° 824 824 824 824 1114

Total width with door open to 180° 1276 1276 1276 1276 1727

Depth (without handle & locks) 718 718 718 718 778

Total depth with door open to 90° 1358 1358 1358 1358 1724

Internal  
dimensions  
(mm)

Height 570 850 1130 1575 1575

Width 490 490 490 490 780

Clearance width 480 480 480 480 770

Depth 410 410 410 410 460

Weight (kg) 315 395 495 650 865

Number of doors 1

Fichet Locks

A2P-certified locks as per European standards EN 1300:

A hallmark of our brand
With 200 years of experience as master locksmiths, we develop and manufacture our own exclusive 
locks. This is one of the key strengths of our safes and a guarantee of high security. We remain 
committed to permanent investment in R&D, always looking for more functionality, more resistance, 
new materials and more advanced lock technologies.

   MxB-B key lock (patented by Fichet-Bauche)
  Moneo mechanical combination lock Moneo

  Nectra electronic combination lock
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MxB-B key lock
(patented by Fichet-Bauche)

Nectra electronic 
combination lock

Moneo mechanical 
combination lock

Handle/Lock depth: +35mm
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Fichet-Bauche is a registered trademark of Fichet Group.  
Information provided in this non-contractual document is not exhaustive  
and may be subject to change.

With changing methods of information storage, data media have become more sophisticated and 
ever more widespread. Yet they remain highly sensitive to temperature, humidity, dust, light exposure 
and the passing of time. Designed to protect them, Diva cabinets are built with a combination of two 
exclusive fireproof materials ensuring interior temperature never exceeds 50°C in case of fire. Their 
locking assistance system and the ergonomic positioning of handles also allow for permanent ease 
of use.

Product details

Diva cabinets are equipped with state-of-the-art technology designed and developed by  
Fichet-Bauche laboratories.

  Thanks to exclusive materials, clever design of joints and one-piece construction, they can guarantee 
stable levels of temperature and humidity to preserve your sensitive data media.

  Fichet’s patented Mirium composite barrier material provides efficient thermal insulation. Thanks to 
its reinforced cellular structure, this material preserves outstanding mechanical integrity in the event 
of an impact or fall. 

  Multiple layers of seals also provide an effective barrier to flames, hot gases, dust and moisture.

  Galvanised steel construction protects against corrosion.

PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY

  Removeable shelf
  Shelf for suspension file frames
  Universal sliding tray
  Sliding tray with dividers

INTERIOR FITTINGS AND OPTIONS


